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‘Love is Love’takes center stage
Miles Pruitt
C ampus C o -Edtior

The Black Student Union
(BSU) held its biweekly
executive board meeting on
Thursday, September 13,
2018 in the Bultman Student
Center.
Their second General
meeting, entitled “Love is
Love is Love,” will be held
on Thursday, September
23, in the Bultman Student
Center. It will focus on love
and relationships on Hope’s
campus.
This is inclusive: lesbian,
gay, bisexual, transgender,
transsexual,
queer,
questioning, intersex, asexual,
ally and pansexual.
All
Hope
students
are welcome to attend
and hear some personal
experiences and stories of
love and relationships. The
meeting will focus on small
group discussion and fun
icebreakers.
BSU also plans on having
its annual service project,
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STUDENT
LOGO, S L O G A N S A Y IT ALL — They represent taking power and using It for good In the
college community.

with several options for monthly to Holland Rescue
service. These include the Mission, volunteering at
Maple Avenue After School a local nursing home or
hospital,
and
Program, which focuses children's
on keeping kids thinking bringing in more clean water
outside of the classroom. to assist the continuing
Also Upward Bound, a Flint Water Crisis. They
tutoring organization that also support the Black
helps Holland-area high Lives Matter movement
school students with their and the the Trans W o m e n
homework. They are also of Color Collective and the
thinking about donating Community Action House.

BSU aims to cultivate
community
service
as
part of its goal to promote
more inclusion. BSU is also
planning its annual Black
Excellence Dinner, which will
be held on October 19. This
dinner honors black students
that succeed inside and
outside of the classroom, in
aspects such as community
service, service projects, etc.

Black
Lives
Matter
activist Deray McKesson
also expressed interest in
coming to campus as part
of a collaborative effort
with
several
students
organizations.
BSU is in the process of
designing its new t-shirt for
the 2018-2019 school year,
so stay tuned! They also hope
to cooperate extensively
with the African Society,
an organization that Hows
students ofAfrican descent to
be in an inclusive community.
The hope is that in the
future, BSU and the African
Society will unite and
bring more inclusion and
acceptance onto
Hope’s
campus. BSU is uniting
with the other multicultural
student organizations (MSO).
The only way for things
to change is if students
get more involved. If you
have any questions, contact
BSU at bsu@hope.edu and
The African Society at
africansociety@hope.edu.
Join BSU and its cause.

M e n t a l i s t w o w s c r o w d with talents
Cameron Geddes
S taff W

riter

“The Mentalist" made
it very clear from his first
comment to the audience:
“I am not a psychic.” While
dazzling the audience and
conjuring
information
from no obvious source,
Christopher Carter stuck to
his claim.
Given, he was happy to
tell Hope students all about
his fascination with the
supernatural and existential,
but he made no claim to
mystical influence. In fact,
he was happy to reveal
such tricks as the power of
suggestion, having the body
of students hold their fingers
apart by a mere inch and
drawing them closed with
nothing but words and an
invisible string.
From the beginning it was
clear that he had more on
hand than parlor tricks; he
set to declaring just which
numbers volunteers had
chosen with their dice. The
catch? He never once saw

W

T H E M E N T A L I S T IN ACTION — Christopher Carter demonstrates his existential powers.

their choice, whether they he had even seen her. In one
were in a hand or under a cup segment, three volunteers
or purely within the mind of were asked to write down the
the subject. He even went so name of their first childhood
far as to guess when students crush and then place these
had switched their answers. paper pieces in his jacket
Only once during this game pocket.
The Mentalist went on
did he say he wasn't “super
sure” (80% confident or more) to guess objects he couldn’t
possibly have seen, copy
that he was correct.
As it turns out, he was. words he didn't see written
He was correct time and and relay information he
time again, guessing animal hadn't heard.
In one situation when he
choices
and
somehow
was
blindfolded, he asked
describing a member of the
for
a
“Sarah”
in the audience.
audience on tape BEFORE

Two Sarahs responded by communicated, this would be
accident, one after the other, it.The audience hovered over
and he seamlessly switched their seats in anticipation the
entire duration, something
whose mind he was reading.
The grand finale was no Mr. Carter was suitably
lessimpressive, tyingtogether pleased to observe “The
random numbers from the energy from the crowd was
audience, a watch stopped amazing!”
This was another fantastic
at a specific time before the
segment even started, and event hosted by SAC, the type
envelopes chosen by what of event where the audience
was thought to be the free is happy to leave with more
questions than answers.
will of a volunteer.
If ever there was a show If you were not there, you
that made
you
doubt missed out on a great show.
how information can be SAC, great job once again!
SPORTS
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Discourse course

Films galore

Student thoughts on the music
department moving forward.

Film series opens for the n e w school year. There
are s o m e interesting films to look out for.

m e n ’s and w o m e n ’s soccer win big, plus football’s big
triumph on the road.
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Today
Career Panel -Marketing
In Graves Hall at Winants Auditorium
and Gallery, from 3 to 4 p.m., a panel
of professionals of various firms will
be speaking on the field of marketing
and what a marketing career entails.
Students are asked to dress business
casual.

Thursday
LillyScholars Dinner
At Van Zoeren Hall, at the Center for
Ministry Studies in R o o m 2 5 0 from
5:30 to 7 p.m., the Lilly Scholars
will be holding their annual dinner.
Attendees can expect conversation
concerning readings revolving around
theology and ministry. For m o r e Info,
visit: www.hope.edu/cms.

Friday
Kruizenga Art Museum: Living
Tradition
At 1 0 a.m., the Kruizenga will be un
veiling their newest exhibition, which
will focus in on the beliefs and prac
tices of the Ethiopian Orthodox Church
as they are reflected in contemporary
paintings, icons, liturigcal objects and
other works of art.

In B

rief

GUITARIST
PERFORMANCE
This past Friday, at the Jack
Miller Center for Musical Arts,
In the John and Dede Howard
Recital Hall, professional
guitarist Andreas Kapsalls
performed, holding his first
concert here at Hope since
2012. As a young man,
Kapsalls broke his hand, but
was determined to play. Itwas
at this point that he developed
the unorthodox style of play
that has helped him to build
his current reputation - this
style was on fulldisplay during
his performance.
Kapsalls can regularly seen
playing with an Inverted grip,
while also using every part of
his hand to simultaneously
strum the guitar’s strings and
“drum” on its body, which
makes for some extraordinary
sights and sounds.
Some
of the show’s
highlights Included Kapsalls’
own renditions ofclassic songs
by artists such as Pink Floyd
and the Beatles. Kapsalls’
style and creativity made for
a show that will not soon be
forgotten.

Athletes attend annual host event
Miles Pruitt
C ampus C o -Editor

Hope
College
provides
unique
opportunities
for
student-athletes to get involved
with prospective Hope athletes;
this was on full display this past
week at the annual athlete host
event.
Hosting has become part of
Hopes culture, where students
can come directly onto campus
and experience a day in the life
of a student athlete.
Activities range from a donut
run to a movie to simply walking
around campus.
The process begins when a
prospective student plans their
visit.
“In the email, introduce
yourself as their overnight
host. Share your hometown,
academic area of interest,
activities currently involved in D E V O S F I E L D H O U S E — The
on campus,” says a brochure then typically gives the prospect
provided to hosts.
a tour of campus, going around
In addition, hosts should the various academic buildings
make suggestions on activities and athletic facilities.
to do during their visit, so that
The student usually takes
the prospect does not get bored, the prospect to an on-campus
and they should make sure that venue to eat (the prospect has
the prospect has their contact to have their expenses covered),
information.
followed by more touring.
Prospective students begin
On
a normal
hosting
the hosting trip with the weekend, since the prospect
student-athlete coming to pick comes on a Thursday, there is
them up on campus. The host an abundance of events, ranging

Miles Pruitt
C ampus C o-Editor

What does it take to be
a resident advisor (RA)?
Personality,
leadership,
grace; the list goes on and
on. Cottage/apartment R A
training took place from
August 19-24, 2018.
The first day of training
was a introduction to
the
week’s
festivities.
Neighborhood coordinators
(NCs) got their RAs together
for introductions, ranging
from pizza to coffee.
RAs
introduced
themselves to each other;
they would get to know each
other very well during the
week.
Then, each group went to
PERFORMANCE BY
the
Pine Grove to do team
DANCE GROUP
bonding ice breakers, from
This Friday, contemporary building a puzzle from other
dance group Bryn Cohn + people’s descriptions
to
Artists will be holding a attempting to get a ball out
master class from 8 to 9
of a tube without moving the
a.m., then performing at the
tube
or using hands.
Knickerbocker Theater at 7:30
Both tasks were difficult
p.m. Founded In 2011, BC
+A Is a nationally-acclaimed for most groups, but some
dance group that Is made up were able to finish tasks with
of a group of collaborative
relative ease.
artists from a wide variety of
These tasks tested the
backgrounds.
This Is an event that you mental fortitude of members
will not want to miss, for indicative of stressful and
more Information, visit hope, alien situations as RAs.
edu/events, or visit the
The first day concluded
Knickerbocker Theater, which
with
a debrief. O n the
Is located on 8th Street, right
second and third days, each
here In Holland.

of the RAs were split into
one of two groups: cottage/
apartments and dorms. The
cottage sessions ranged from
Q P R to CIT to CAPS. In each
session, the presenters broke
down the basic components
of responding to certain
situations and also R A selfcare.
Wednesday dealt with
documentations with drugs
and alcohol and following
up on reports. They also laid
out the judicial process from
such incidents.
Thursday dealt more with
housemate/roommate care
concern, and engagement as
a community in a cottage or
apartment.
In addition, RAs new and
old participated in Behind

■
■
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D an V os C onstruction C o m p a n y

site of this year’s hosting event.
from coffeehouse at 9 p.m. to
donut runs with other prospects.
After a long day of touring,
the student and the prospect
settle in to sleep.
The next morning, depending
on whether the prospect has any
events to attend, the student
drops them off at a specific time
or waits with the prospect until
their parents come to get them.
Hosting
allows
forging
of early relationships with

prospects.
These students could still be
looking into other schools, or
they might be set on coming to
Hope. The goal of the host is not
to convince the student to come
to Hope, but inform them of the
opportunity to come to Hope to
make a difference.
The college wants itsstudents
to be anchored in hope. If you
are interested in hosting, contact
your coach to get more details.

Closed Doors (BCD), a
program that simulated reallifesituations.
Thursday concluded with
the R A celebration dinner,
signifying that the new RAs
were officially trained and
ready to take on duty.
Friday was the last day,
in which more B C D and
incident
follow-up
was
discussed.
Dorm RAs started their
training a day earlier because
their
residents,
usually
freshmen, moved in on
Friday.
Cottage RAs began
checking in residents as early
as Tuesday and Wednesday,
but the most of returning
students arrived back on
Sunday and Monday.

Armed
with
their
newfound R A knowledge,
RA’s tackled Room Condition
Reports (RCR), checking each
room, including common
rooms, to ensure that each
house or apartment was up
to standard. Chore charts
and door decs were aplenty
as residents and R A ’s began
to bond over the school year.
With the beginning of
the school year comes busy
schedules and not enough
sleep, but Hope College RAs
persevere and move forward
to take on school and life one
a day at a time.
For more information
about becoming an RA, talk
to your personal Resident
Director
during
this
upcoming spring semester.

The current status of Great Britain’s ‘Brexit’
S a m Mason
N ation/ W orld E ditor

The Brexit deadline has been
looming over Great Britain for
some time now and, unfortu
nately, any breakthroughs have
proven elusive. The consequenc
es of a “no-deal Brexit” could be
absolutely devastating.
Some of these issues may
include, but are not limited to,
possible shortages of medicine
and benefits losses for British
pensioners living in Europe and
the split between the world’s
fifth largest economy and a bloc
that accounts for nearly half its
trade.
These would both have long
lasting effects that would not be
contained solely within Great
Britain. The implications stretch
across countries.
According to a political edi
torial writer for the Financial
Times, Sebastian Payne, “if no
withdrawal agreement is struck
before 29 March, 2019, Britain
will spill out of the bloc without
formal trading arrangements. It
would be forced to move onto
basic World Trade Organiza L O N D O N , U.K. - (top) Sadiq Khan the mayor of London deliv
tion terms, which would intro ering a speech, (bottom) Protestors plead for a continued EU
duce tariffs and customs checks relationship.
overnight.
Both sides expect it would from the talks ifitdoes not bro scape.
Either way, a deal must be
bring an immediate administra ker a good deal. The U.K. can
tive and economic disruption.” prepare as much as itwants for made by March, and,-at the m o 
Mr. Payne goes on to state that a no-deal Brexit, but critically, ment, the odds seem to be at
about fifty-fifty.
the “May government is upping it cannot control what the EU
The comforting fact is that
preparations for such a scenar would or would not do.” All of
io— mostly to threaten Brussels this is fairly concerning for the everyone wants a deal, no matter
that it is prepared to walk away entire global economic land the side. The disruption within

Europe and the world would
be immense and no one wants
to witness an economic break
down on a global scale.
Most recently, the Mayor
of London Sadiq Khan wrote
an op-ed in The Observer on
Sunday in which he called for a
public vote on any deal that will
include an option to remain in
the European Union. He states,
“I don't believe it’s the will of the
people to face either a bad deal
or, worse, no deal. That wasn’t
on the table during the cam
paign.”Khan has mentioned that
he isn’t calling for a second vote
on Brexit. Instead he wants the
people of Great Britain to have
a say in the outcome of the ne
gotiations, despite the current
roadblocks.
W h e n asked about his opin
ion on the state of affairs in
Great Britian, Junior Arend
Buitnehuis stated, “If you are
going to do something then do
it. Dragging it out only makes
them (the United Kingdom)
look worse, and not doing it at
all looks even worse."
Another student, senior Tom
Kouwe, commented that the as
pects of trade and security in
tertwined between the EU and
Great Britian are integral to
many systems throughout the
world. Simultaneouly, he stated
“Overall, I wouldn’t say that I
support Brexit, but I get it.I un
derstand the idea of not want
ing to obey laws that you don’t
agree with that are made across
Europe.”

SCOTUS Update:
This past w e e k S u p r e m e Court nomi
nee Brett Kavanaugh faced s o m e of
the harshest and m o s t serious ac
cusations of sexual assault. H e w a s
accused to have been “stumbling
drunk” at a high school party and at
tempted to sexually assault Christine
Blasey Ford, w h o published these
accusations with T he Washington
Post's E m m a Brown. These recent
accusations have sent the political
world Into a feeding frenzy. The pri
m a r y coverage w a s absolutely brutal
for those In K a v a n a u g h ’s camp.
According to T he N e w York Times, the
nomination w a s “thrown Into uncer
tainty,” The Washington Post stated
“nomination

suddenly In doubt,”

The Wall Street Journal stated that
the n e w s “Injecting Immediate un
certainty” and finally, the A P stated
that the situation w a s “thrust Into
turmoil.” M a n y w h o are Involved in
the hearings are urging Senate lead
ers to call Ford to publicly testify this
week, before the Judiciary C o m m i t 
tee votes on Thursday. Kavanaugh
has stood firm in his statement, “I
categorically and unequivocally deny
this allegation. I did not do this back
In high school or at any time.” M a r k
Judge, the other participant w h o w a s
n a m e d alongside Kavanaugh has re
leased a statement as well in which
he says that he has “no recollection

Hurricane aftermath: widespread d a m a g e
orld

n e w twist In the all but s m ooth nom i 
nation m a y completely derail the pro
ceedings on Thursday.
Even President Donald T r u m p has

S a m Mason
N ation/ W

of any of the events described.” This

Editor

weighed In on the situation. He
stated, “I w a n t the American people
to be happy because they're get

Many parts of the Carolinas
have been rocked by the heavi
est amount of rain on record for
the particular region, and there
are no signs of stopping. Por
tions of North Carolina and the
northeastern section of South
Carolina are supposed to have
another foot or more of rain in
the next weekend. This week
could bring record high flood
levels for the region. As of right
now, the Cape Fear River near
Fayetteville is projected to rise
nearly 45 feet and reach around
62.4 feet. Many of the homes
within a mile radius of this
river were evacuated on Satur
day. The storm's relatively slow
forward speed combined with
the proximity to warm waters
of the gulf Stream have caused
for tornadoes to rotate onshore
and decimate the areas where
the torrential rain has pounded
for days. Despite the fact that
rain will begin to subside this
week, it will take weeks for the
high water levels to finally sub
side. At the moment there are
12 people who have been con
firmed dead due to the effects of

ting s o m e b o d y that is great. I wan t
him to go In at the absolute highest
level. A n d I think to do that you have
to go through this. If it takes a little
delay It’ll take a little delay... I’m
sure It will wor k out very well.” This
is the first time that the President
has c o m m e n t e d upon the allega
tions that have been thrown at his
second S u p r e m e Court nominee. In
addition to this statement, President
Trump

defended

Kavanaugh

and

said that he wished that the D e m o 
crats had brought this Information
Fox N ews

H U R R I C A N E F L O R E N C E — An Image of the storm from space.
the storm. Florence knocked out
power to nearly 800,000 homes
and businesses in the surround
ing area. The National Weather
Service has continued its warn
ing of “catastrophic” and “lifethreatening" flash floods. The
storm continues its trek north
ward and may reach parks of
Washington D.C. As the rainfall
totals are still on the rise, many
of the residents of the Carolinas
are left stranded in their houses.
The Governor, Roy Cooper, has
issued warnings against travel of
any kind.

Important Numbers:
30.58 inches: In Swansboro,
North Carolina, 30.58 inches
of rain has now accumulated,
which is an all-time record for
the most rainfall from any tropi
cal storm or hurricane. Also, itis
the highest two-day and threeday rainfall totals ever recorded.
25.77 inches: The amount of
rain that has fallen in Hoffman
Raws, North Carolina.

10 to 20 inches: Amount of
rain still to come in parts of the
Carolinas as Hurricane Florence
makes her way west and north
west.

forward sooner. T he debates still
rage In Washington concerning the
next steps. M a n y In the Senate Judi
ciary C o m m ittee have reached out to
Senator Felnsteln’s office for mor e
Information a nd have not heard back
from the Californian. M a n y In W a s h 
ington are unsure as to h o w this will

2 mph: The speed of the
storm which has continued to
head forward.

play out and are waiting for action to
be taken by Felnsteln and her staff
for m o r e Information. Meanwhile,
the midterms loom closer a nd closer.

18 trillion gallons: This is the
projected total rainfall. Itwould
be enough to put Texas under
four inches of water.

Forwarding folk: A discourse on the course
Timothy Doorenbos
Voices Editor

“Folk music can’teven pretend
to be pretentious. It really just
brings everybody’s heads down
to the same space. And that’s
what I love about it. When I sing
a folk song I want itto be good.
I want to pursue excellence in
this craft. But in my pursuit of
excellence I don’t want to lose
anybody. In the folk department
the higher up you go the more
people you gain because they’re
like 4Oh my gosh I can do thattoo
not because it’s easy, but because
I can and it’s ’empowering”
This is Michaela Stock a junior
at Hope and a member of the
folk department. She was part of
folk’s recent revival performance
outside the music building, and
wanted to explain the importance
of folk and its inclusivity.
“M y firstyear in folk ensemble
therewas a footballplayerplaying
mandolin and he killed it. Yeah
sometimes in practice he didn’t
hit every note, but what was the
most beautiful thing about folk
was that you could go to the
football team, hand them a piece
ofwood with strings on itand say
‘do your thing,’and it’sacceptable
as a craft as an art as a legitimate
piece of music that’s real. And
there are not that many spaces in
academia where you’re asked to
getA ’s where you can express and
be legitimized at the same time.”
Stock experienced this
inclusivityfirsthandcoming tothe
music department freshman year,
as she would continue to explain.
“Something I felt first semester
freshman year being a completely
DYI (do ityourself) musician was
coming into a space where there
was a knowhow. There was a set
ofrules and a code ofconduct that
I obviously missed the memo on.
Folk doesn’t really have that. We
don’teven have a uniform for our
concerts. You want to talk about
accessibility? W e ’re singing Bob
Dylan to an audience of kids ages
15 to 80. That is community.
That’s saying to everybody
out there that we’re the same.”
But folk holds special
significance outside of individual
experience. To learn more about
this, I talked with Matthew
Gilbert, a member of the class of
2019, a department representative
of Hope’s music department,
and the Vice President of Hope’s
chapter of N A F M E (the National

A

Association forMusic Educators).
“Folk music is an essential part
of American history. Classical
music and everything we got
from someone else, we got that
from Europe, whereas American
folk music was an American
creation. It is part of our
history as an American people”

66

be legitimized at the same time

— Michaela Stock
__________________

59

Gilbert then went on to explain
folk’s prevalence at Hope
“There were three to four
[ensembles] with on average six
to seven people, sometimes ten or
twelve. I can also say firsthand as
an audience member, the whole
main bank ofour concert hall was
at least filled. There’s passion
among the performers in it as
well as the audience members.”
His description of folk’s typical
audience is what I learned to
call a full house from my time
in theatre, an achievement made
all the more prestigious when
accounting for the size of the
Jack Miller Concert Hall where
they have performed. This makes
Hope’s recent actions of almost
entirely removing folk courses
and changing the current folk
ensemble to be a single credit
course all the more perplexing.
But the music department has
continuously had a unique way
of accrediting coursework, as
Gilbert would go on to explain.
“Between years 1 and 3
the typical music major’s
schedule is 17 to 21 credits.”
N o w this might not sound
exceptional to students familiar
with Hope’s credit intense
pre-med or public accounting
programs,
but
the
music
department has a further unique
method of accredidation, as I
discovered when Stock asked
Gilbert about the credits received
for M U S 214, a required 200 level
course described inHope’s course
catalogue as a major requirement.
“One credit.”
That iswhat Matthew relayed as
the accreditation for a course that
meets three days a week for an
hour, and Matthew quoted as “the

tmcttcett

Sarah Simmons
Co -Editor-in-Chief
Julia Kirby
C o -Editor-in-Chief
Annah DufTey Production AIanager
Lana VanTil B usiness/ A ds M anager

'

There are notthatmany spaces in
academia where you’re asked to
getA ’swhere you can expressand

fundamental building blocks of
music.” He continued, citing the
typical courseload and zero credit
ensemble standard as key reasons
why folk students were immensly
frustrated by a normally zero
credit ensemble course being
raised an extra credit. Especially
considering that “it’s required to
take one ensemble, but as a major
you’re expected to take three
or four,” as Gilbert described
With that perspective, it’s
understandable that the music
department might have felt need
to reform. However, Gilbert
described their methods enacting
this reform as less than ideal.
“It’s just a big mosh
pit of we
don’t know”
Michaela
elaborated
on
the
personal
impacts
of
Hope’s
confidentiality.
“I feel ignored by the music
department. To feel ignored as a
student,tofeel ignored as an artist,
and tofeel ignored as a department
with needs within a greater whole
that I know we can get resources
from, it’s controlling, and it’s not
looking at the bigger picture”
She continued, saying, “Folk
music has a history and is now
the voice of the people. It’s like
our democracy as artists. When
you take away folk music,
you take away our voice, and
that’s what hurts the most.”

T imothy D oorenbos

VOICES OF THIS WEEKS PAPER -Matthew Gilbert (2019) and
Mlchaela Stock (2020)

S outhern m u s e u m of music

THE AMERICAN FOLK TRADITION - Everyone getting together
for music

66
Hope isa place that’s inclusiveto
all people from all backgrounds
and that’s exactly what we want
the music department to be.

— Matthew Gilbert
___________________

39

This ideology led the folk
students to play an hour long
outdoor concert in front of
the Jack Miller last week in
suport of furthering a folk
department and making folk
ensemble zero credit ensemble
course like the other ensembles.
Gilbert wanted to clarify that
actions like that performance
or the department’s silence
do come from bad intentions.
“I don’t think the department
is trying to be malicious and
shove folk out, but students
want to keep the department.”
Instead, Gilbert and Stock
wanted
to
highlight
the
problem
of
ambiguity.
Stock stated “Sometimes when I
speak about the folk department, I

2018 F a l l

Timothy D oo re nbo s

ONE DAY TO PREFORM -The folk department and guests
preform to maintain the folk course.
feel like I’m speaking into a void.
Iwish that whoever was speaking
would show their face and then
see our faces, too. W e just want
to be understood and understand
back. [I wish] there was a way
to have a dialogue besides just
the email I got this week. I just
want to know that the institution
respects me like I respect them.
Once we lay that groundwork,
we can move forward in
a way that is productive.”
Gilbert finished the interview

with this note to the department:
“W e as a department want to act
as an example of Hope’s ideals.
Hope is a place that’s inclusive to
all people from all backgrounds,
and that’s exactly what we
want the music department
to be: [open] to all forms of
people and all forms of music.
If the folk department isn’t
there, then we’re not catering
to all of what music can be
and all of the opportunities
future students could have.”
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H A P A , I R C host Korean barbecue
Club sees record number of participants at firstevent of semester
Cameron Geddes

transferring students from Martha Miller
Center to Tunnel Park’s recreation area. It
was here that H A P A prepared and served
Last Saturday, the Hope Asian
the Korean barbecue.
Perspective Association (HAPA) worked
What made the Korean barbecue so
jointly with International Relations Club
fascinating is its subtle differences from
(IRC) to host a Korean barbeque at
western-style cookouts. O n this occasion,
Tunnel Park.
the food served was Samgyeopsal, or
A favorite event for H A P A veterans
grilled pork belly. Referred to as “threeand a great way to introduce newcomers,
layer meat" as its striped composition
students were treated to Korean-Style
contains lean meat and fat, the meat must
pork belly, games and beautiful weather.
be cooked until brown so as to maintain
IRC worked to maintain a shuttle service,
a consistent flavor. The strips are cooked,
cut into smaller pieces
with kitchen scissors
and served alongside
lettuce and a variety of
condiments.
Noticeably,
this
includes
doenjang
soybean paste and
seasoned
sesame
oil.
Ideally,
these
condiments are all
eaten with the pork and
lettuce at once for a
perfect traditional taste.
However,
hungry
participants
seemed
more than content
to try out different
combinations or ravish
the meat as soon as
they could get forks on
it. One improvement
that will be made for
next year, according to
the cooks, is a hotter
C a m e r o n G eddes
grilling
temperature
C O O K I N G F R O M S C R A T C H — Members of the IRC
and
additional
tinfoil
grill Korean meats for students to try. The IRC hopes
for
the
meat
to
cook
to expose students to various cultures throughout the
on.
This
i
s
due
to
the
year with activities like the Korean barbecue.
S taff W

riter

C a m e r o n G eodes

C H O W I N G D O W N — Students attending the Korean barbecue on Sept. 15
eat under the pavilion at Tunnel Park Recreation Area.
large amount of tinfoil necessary for
cooking samgyeopsal, as it produces a
high volume of oil.
After the dinner was finished, many
guests ventured up and over the dune
to take pictures on the overlook, as well
as to make their way down to the beach.
Shuttle service continued until 6:45 p.m.,
atwhich point some participants chose to
leave separately with friends.
Work on severalfrontshad been pulled
together to make the evening possible.
While every member played a role, there
are some noteworthy considerations.

H A P A ’s Natalie Weg and IRC’s Michelle
Naingiria managed the email chain to
get students involved. H A P A ’s Grace
Charnesky and IRC’s Hajin Jang managed
logistics and food ordering.
H A P A ’s Ethan Yau provided member
transportation so that IRC’s Manna
Sakon could arrive early and designate
a gazebo for use. Advisor Habeeb Awad
supervised the project and provided
crucial advice.
This year’s barbecue was notably
successful, bidding good fortune towards
future events held by the groups.

Grant supports students in health-care studies
Miles Pruitt
C a m pus C o -Editor

Grand Rapids African American
Health Institute (GRAAHI) is a unique
opportunity for prospective students
to take the first step towards healthcare
careers.
Their mission is to “promote health
care parity in the Grand Rapids African
American community through advocacy,
education and research to achieve
positive health outcomes.” Their vision is

to ensure that allWest Michigan residents
will have optimal health care and benefits
from health systems without race being
an impediment.
Vanessa Greene, Associate Dean of
Students and Director of the Center for
Diversity and Inclusion, was chosen to
lead Hope College’s conglomerate of the
GRAAHI.
Each College or University will have
a team of five representatives from their
institution. Each conglomerate typically

G R A N D RAPIDS

consists of president or provost, diversity
representative, dean of natural sciences,
faculty member and a student. At Hope
College, the conglomerate includes: Cady
Short-Thompson, the Provost, Vanessa
Greene, Dave Van Wylen, the Dean of
Natural Sciences, Vicki Lynn-Holmes,
a professor of education and math and
Yordanos Dessie, a senior studying
psychology and health science.
G R A A H I received a $400,000 planning
grant from the Kellogg Foundation to
launch a program to
attractAfrican American
and Latinx students to
careers in the healthcare
field.
To achieve this goal,
G R A A H I invited seven
colleges and universities
to partner with them
on the planning and
implementation
process, with the goal of
submitting a proposal for

mmm African A m e r i c a n
I M Health Institute
i

a larger grant to the Kellogg’s Foundation
in April 2019.
The hope is that colleges and
universities will be able to provide more
scholarships and expand mentoring
efforts and leadership opportunities
for students. It also gives Hope College
seniors and graduates opportunities
to cultivate leadership positions in the
healthcare association.
Vanessa Greene says that Hope
College isexcited about this initiativeand
committed to working with GRAAHI,
partnering colleges/universities and
the Hope College community to
generate heightened interest, access and
success in the healthcare profession for
underrepresented students.
Greene is optimistic about this
initiative, as the goal is to enhance
healthcare by creating pathways for
underrepresented populations who may
not otherwise have the opportunity to
learnabout thewide arrayofopportunities
available to them in healthcare.

G raahi.org

Our Mission: The Anchor strives to c o mm u n i c a t e c a m p u s events throughout
H o p e College a n d the Holland community. W e h o p e to amplify awareness and
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Disclaimer: The Anchor is a product of student effort a n d is funded through
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chor office (located in the Ma rt h a Miller Center 151) or e-mail us at
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Traditional film series opens for year
Claire B u c k
riter

Over the next few months,
the Hope College Knicker
bocker Theater will continue a
yearly tradition of featuring four
international and independent
films. Beginning September 10
and ending November 17, the
Fall Film Series offers students,
faculty and community m e m 
bers an opportunity to enjoy a
selection of films not frequently
shown in American theaters.
The series began with “What
Will People Say,” which was
shown September 10-15. The
film features Maria Mozhdah as
Nisha, the Norwegian daughter
of Pakistani immigrant parents
whose life spirals into chaos
when her father catches her
bringing a boy home. Fearing the
gossip and condemnation of his
community, her father kidnaps
her and sends her to Pakistan to
live under the strictwatch of her
aunt and uncle.
Director Iram Haq draws
from her own experience as she
tells Nisha’s story— she herself
was sent to Pakistan against her
will as a teenager. Haq hopes to
use the film to open up an im
portant dialogue about honor,
shame and oppression of w o m 
en. “It’s happening in so many
places around the world,” she
said in an interview with The
National. “W e cannot lose any
more girls. W e cannot have
more social control. W e need a
change.”
O n October 1-6, the series
will continue with “Love, Gilda,” a documentary offering a
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“Making Music: H o p e College’s
Music Department, a History”
- Sept 20, 4 p.m. @ Fried
H e m e n w a y Auditorium
Bryn C o h n + Artists Masterclass
- Sept 21, 8 a.m. @ Knickerbocker
Theatre
“Living Tradition" opening - Sept 21,
1 0 a.m. @ Kruizenga Art M u s e u m
Artist’s Lecture - Sept 21, 3:30 p.m.
@ D e Free Art Center, Cook
Auditoriuml41
Great Performance Series: Bryn
C o h n + Artists - Sept 21, 7:30 p.m.
@ Knickerbocker Theatre
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Upcoming Events

Knickerbocker presents four shows for fall season
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H ope C ollege

Nykerk M e n ’s Rally - Sept 19, 7:30
p.m. @ B S D Program Area
O p e n Coffee House Auditions
Sept 19, 8 p.m. @ B S U 1st floor
office conference roo m
Nykerk W o m e n ’s Rally - Sept 20,
6:30 p.m. @ B S U Program Area
Weekly S w ing D a n c e - Sept 21,
7 p.m. @ B S U Program Area

T H E B E S T IN LIFE’— The Knickerbocker has been a part of the community since 1988.
glimpse into the life of beloved
“Saturday Night Live” star Gilda
Radner through audio, inter
views with friends and diary en
tries. Featuring SNL castmates
and modern-day comedians
who have been impacted by
her work, the upcoming film
explores Radner's struggle with
cancer and her lasting influence
on comedy. Ticket proceeds will
go to support Gilda’s Club in
Grand Rapids, an organization
that provides social and emo
tional support to those affected
by cancer or grieving the loss of
a loved one.
The week of October 15-20,
Knickerbocker Theater will be
showing “Neither Wolf Nor
Dog,” an adaptation of an auto
biographical novel of the same
name by Kent Nerburn. Despite
its humble beginnings— the film

was shot in 18 days on a crowd- tells the story of a writer who
funded budget— ithas been met journeys through Norway seek
with sold-out screenings and ing the insight he needs to fin
positive reviews. The story fol ish the project he shared with
lows Nerburn, played by Chris his late wife: a translation of
topher Sweeney, on his journey Norwegian poet Tarjei Vesaas’s
through rural South Dakota to work into Chinese. Along the
write the memoir of a dying Na way, the protagonist contends
tive American elder, played by with loss, grief and the struggle
David Bald Eagle. “Neither Wolf of translation and understand
Nor Dog” has been celebrated ing. The film is rarely screened
for itshonesty as itwrestles with and has received excellent re
the tragedies of the past and the views. The N e w Yorker calls it
issues that Native Americans “an extraordinary and memora
face today. In the words of David ble film” with “strong and clear
Bald Eagle in an interview with emotional refinement.”
All films start at 7:30 p.m.
Indian Country Today, “It’s the
only film I’ve been in about my Tickets, which are available at
the door, are $7 for adults, $6
people that told the truth.”
The Fall Film Series will con for seniors, faculty and staff, and
clude the week of November 12- are free for Hope students. The
17 with “Gavagai.” Directed by Knickerbocker Theater is lo
accomplished American film cated at 86 E. 8 St. in downtown
maker Rob Trezenga, the film Holland.

Top Movies From the
Weekend
1. The Predator
2. T he N un
3. A Simple Favor
4. White Boy Rick
5. Crazy Rich Asians

New Music via. WTHS
W i m p s - Audiotree Live
Speedy Ortiz - “Blood Keeper"
T h o m Yorke - “Suspirium"
JEFF the Brotherhood - Magick
Songs
Kurt Vile - “Loading Zones"
Julia Holter- “IShall Love 2"
Death C a b for Cutie - T h ank You for
Today
Snail Mail - Lush
Slothrust - “Planetarium"
M o s c o w Apartment - “Be You"
Geurilla Toss - “C o m e U p With Me"
Mothers - Render Another Ugly
Method
Visk M o n o - It’s Art
Check out the W T H S N e w Music
S h o w every m o n d a y at 8 p.m. by
tuning In to 89.9 F M

The Big Read 2018
‘Station Eleven’ by Emily St. John
A rts Editor

Last Wednesday, the Jack H.
Miller Center for Musical Arts
hosted a concert featuring the
Brazilian Choro group, Choro
das 3. The group is made up of
three sisters, Corina, Lia and
Elisa, and their father, Eduardo.
Together Choro das 3 has been
touring the United States, Mex
ico and France for the past four
years performing and teaching
workshops. Last Wednesday
marked the second time the
group had come to Hope, the
first time being last fall. The
concert was free to the public
and drew a large crowd of com
munity members and students
eager to immerse themselves in
the world of choro music.
Choro (pronounced shawroo) music originated in Brazil
in the 19th century. The style is
most comparable to N e w Or
leans jazz music, as it is heav
ily rooted in improvisation and
stems from traditional struc
tured European dance music.
The four family members
played a variety of different in
struments during their concert,

Mandel

This Week’s Netfllx
Releases
Battlefish
D R A G O N PILOT: Hisone & Masotan
Hilda
T he G o o d Co p
Maniac: Limited Series
Nappily Ever After
Quincy
The Walking D e a d (S8)
Disney’s Pirates of the Caribbean:
The Curse of the Black Pearl
Disney’s A Wrinkle in T ime
Th e Hurricane Heist
N o r s e m e n (S2)

Billboard Top 5 Songs

M a r k Lewison

1. Drake - “In M y Feelings”
2. Maro o n 5 feat. Card! B - “Girls
Like You"
3. Cardl B., Ba d Bunny & J. Balvln
- “I Like It”
4. 6ix9lne feat. Nick! MinaJ & Murda
Beatz - “FEFE"
5. Post Malone - “Better Now "

IT R U N S IN T H E FAMILY — Choro das 3 has been performing as a family for 16 years.
Hope Talent
showcasing their incredible
musical abilities. At one point,
though they mentioned that
none of them were vocalists,
the group had the entire concert
hall singing along with them as

they played. Some of the instru
ments they featured were the
piano, drumset, tambourine,
seven-string guitar, flute, clari
net, melodica and mandolin.
Choro das 3 began playing

music in 2002 when the girls
were 14, 12 and 9 and have re
leased seven full-length albums
in Brazil. Their music is avail
able on streaming services such
as iTunes and SoundCloud.

Michael J. Pineda - “Lady Luck"
(single), “Headspace" (single)
Julian Lugo - T h ank You
Available on music streaming
services (ITunes, Spotlfy)
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Breaking down the marathon

Sarah N e u m a r
Lifestyle E ditor

Although 26.2 miles is a
daunting race length, breaking
it down can help to prevent the
race from breaking you first.
For those that keep up with
the running scene, you may be
well aware of the new world
record that was attained this
past weekend in the marathon
in Berlin by Eliud Kipchoge of
Kenya. The previous recordholder, Kenya’s Dennis Kimetto,
set the record in 2014 with a
time of two hours, two minutes
and 58 seconds. Kipchoge
beat his time by one minute
19 seconds, breaking the 2:02
barrier with a time of two hours,
one minute and 39 seconds.
To give thissome perspective,
running a two-hour marathon
means holding right around
4:35-minute mile pace. So
Kipchoge was running sub-five
minute miles for 26.2 miles!
This is beyond impressive,
but can be discouraging for
the average runner. H o w is
one able to accomplish such
a feat? H o w was Kipchoge
able to withstand the pain of
running that fast for that long?
These are the questions that
many people wonder when
looking at the best marathon
athletes in the world. H o w long
has someone been running,
do their genes give them
the upper hand, and what
does their training look like?
The fastest female time in
the marathon was clocked at
two hours, 15 minutes and
25 seconds in 2003 by Paula
RadclifFe of Great Britain.
Marathon times have gone
down over the years, and
that is due to several factors.
For one thing, simply more
people run them (especially
females).
Improvement
in
running gear and technology
such as shoes, hydration
packs, nutrition and much
more has also upped the ante.
Although
times
are
leveling out now, who’s to say
humans won’t keep improving
at
this
relentless
sport?
There's a lot more you can do
with 26.2 miles than 100 meters.
The adaptations and additions
to training could be endless.
Leave it up to the exercise
scientists of the world to have
yet
another
breakthrough.
For now, here are some
tips to the amature runner
with not-so-amature goals...

Training: What to do.
Have a proper training
progression. This is extremely
difficult for many. While some
struggle with keeping on top of

imbalances
and
overall
sturdiness. Think about it - you
are on one foot (alternating) for
26.2 miles, so you'd better be
able to stand on one footwithout
tipping over. Otherwise, your
body will compensate and put
stress on things like your knees,
hips and back when you run.
Wh e n itcomes down toit,you
have to enjoy what you’re doing.
Ifyou don’t enjoy it, don’t force
yourself to train for a marathon.
There are plenty ofother ways to
incorporate running into your
life, including shorter races (5k,
10k, half marathon). Staying fit
and accomplishing significant
goals is important, but finishing
a marathon just to be able to
say you did is not worth it.
S ky N ews
There are countless people
ELIUD K I P C H O G E — Marathon record holder Ellud Klpchoge at the finish line of the Berlin who barely finish marathons
marathon In complete elation.
who are not necessarily in
theirtrainingand being religious than just getting out for a
To prevent injuries, simply the best shape of their life.
about it, others struggle to be run every day. You need to be take steps each day to nurse
If you’re going to do
patient. You don't want to fall knowledgeable on the sport and the damage you have promoted it, do it right. Don’t rush
on either end of the spectrum, be able to take care ofyour body (yes, technically you are into it or hurt yourself by
but don’t expect to find a properly. The biggest mistake damaging your body when you attempting something your
perfect balance at first either. people make is treating their run) in order to promote proper body is not ready to complete.
It will be important to take body like it is only a runner. adaptation.
This
includes
Marathons are fulfilling
By this I mean that you stretching, icing, foam rolling and open up opportunities for
into account your initial fitness
level, your running experience need your body for a lot (ouch), and getting proper reaching new limits - physically
and your body type. Little to no more than running, so it is sleep! These are all conducive and mentally. Itisalsoa greatway
experience may require phoning important to treat it like so. to proper muscle recover. to meet lots ofgreat new people.
a friend or even hiring a coach to
Eating nutrient-rich foods Suffering together is one of the
D O N O T RUN THROUGH
help you lay out a training plan. INJURIES. Many runners think is one other way to help you strongest bonding experiences
Having it all mapped out that toughing it out is always stay energized and feel good. their is. And what better way
before you start is a much more the way to go. That's how you For example, replenishing the to suffer than run 26.2 miles?
approachable way to go about get stronger, right? In some glycogen stores in your muscles
It is important to remember,
training than trying to motivate cases this might be true, i.e. with carbohydrates is vital to however, that marathons are not
yourself to run every day. Plan muscle soreness or feeling getting your legs ready for your the end-all-be-all to running.
your mileage progression, plan sluggish. Of course you should next run. Don’t forget your Whether you train for a 5k road
your long runs, A N D plan push through these types of protein and healthy fats as well. race, a marathon or a 100-mile
Finally, it is important to trail run, the process and the
your rest days. You will need things because running IS hard.
to reward yourself throughout However when injuries arise, incorporate some form of race make you a runner. You
the process, or the burnout will the worst thing you can do for strength training into your don’t have to be fast, and you
come sooner rather than later. yourself iscontinue to run on it. schedule to work on muscle don't have to parallelwhat other
people are doing. Everybody
Set reasonable goals. Don’t
is different, and when it comes
sell yourself short, but be
to running, it is extremely
realistic with where you are.
important
to
note
that
Starting with small goals for
everybody
i
s
a
different
runner.
your everyday training isa good
Optimal
training holds
place to start. Setting some
a
unique
definition
for
lifestyle intentions or good
everyone because our bodies
habits for yourself may also be
all have different needs and
helpful.Eating right, prioritizing
limits. Go after your own
sleep and staying motivated are
goals and do what works for
all vital to successful training.
you in order to get there.
Find a running buddy (or
In conclusion, ifyou’re going
buddies)!
Having
training
to train for a marathon or any
partners to motivate you is a
other running race, remember
huge game-changer, especially
to
be patient and listen to
for the longer runs. They can
your
body. Be mentally tough
also double as someone to hold
and push through hard runs
you accountable for those days
and workouts, but never run
you'd rather not throw on your
through an injury. Make the
running shoes at 6a.m. Starting
time for running, but don’t
is always the hardest part, but
A riel H amilton
neglectthings likesleep or social
if you have someone to train
with (even complain with!) it TRAINING L O G — It has been the new trend for runners interaction. The best way to sum
becomes more of a team effort. to use bullet journals to log their miles. This Is a fun and up training isthis: find a balance
Interactive way to track training. Whatever keeps you feeling between the insanity that is
Training: What not to do
running and your own sanity.
Only run. To be a good motivated!
Happy running!
runner means a lot more

5 Email the Anchor at anchor@hope.edu with any questions you want answered!
The Lifestyle page will be including an advice column and displaying annonymous

Soccer wins in Purple C o m m u n i t y g a m e s
whose lives have been changed team faced heading into the season record to a matching 6-0.
by cancer. Senior Eliza Beird game: “I asked them ‘W h o ’s Freshman Ryan Flynn led the
S ports Editor
recently lost her grandfather ever heard of Capital?' Two team with three goals, followed
Last Saturday, Hopes soccer
unexpectedly to cancer and hands went up. They’re a good by sophomore Ty Dalton at
teams played in purple jerseys
spoke on its impact: “Cancer team. They finished second in two goals. The final point was
with the names of their loved
is very aggressive. I know that their conference. I’m glad we scored by another young player,
ones battling cancer across the
freshman Brett Dyer.
firsthand. It can take someone survived.”
back. The Purple Community
The men’s team plays tonight
The men's team followed with
you love. Anything we can do
soccer games benefitted the
at
home against Carthage
an incredible win against Saint
Van Andel Institute, with all to help fight and find a cure is
College.
Come out and support
College,
helping. Being able to support Mary-of-the-Woods
proceeds donated to support
Van Andel Institute and other with a score of6-0,boosting their the Flying Dutchmen!
biomedical research and science
families who are going through
education at Van Andel, a
what we’ve gone through means
world-class research institution
a lot to me and m y family.”
fighting to find a cure for cancer.
The women’s team played
Junior Jordan Hooker, who
first on Saturday against Capital
played for his mother who is
University, winning the game
currently in a 23 year battle
3-1. The 15th ranked team had
against cancer, spoke on the
never played Capital and weren’t
personal importance of this
sure what to expect, but they
game to him and his family:
led with a goal early in the game
“What Van Andel Institute
by
senior Hilary Curry with
does is incredibly important,
an assist from junior Abbey
you continue to hear stories of
Prezkop. Capital was able to
those impacted by cancer, so
continuing the efforts to find a score their only goal of the game
in the firsthalf, but they couldn’t
cure is important. It’s awesome
to be able to contribute by match up to Hope’s lead with
T o m R enner
raising awareness and money for two additional goals by junior
W
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M
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N
’
S
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O
C
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R
T
E
A
M
Teammates
display
the
Megan Bigelow.
Van Andel Institute."
Head coach Leigh Sears names of the family members they play for in the Purple
The women’s team also
spoke
on the pressure the Community games to support Van Anders cancer research.
played
uaycu for their
ulcu.family membersj
M e g a n Gri m e s

M e n ’s, w o m e n ’s golf d o m i n a t e first M I A A J a m b o r e e
M e g a n Grimes
S ports Editor

Me n ’s and women’s golf both
had their first of six M I A A
Jamborees last week, fighting
to be M I A A champion. Meets
consist of an 18-hole round
played among competing teams.
The men’s team took a strong
victory for the first meet with a
score of 286, beating rival Calvin
College, who took second with a
score of 292, closely followed by
Trine University at 294. Senior
Josh Gibson took first with a
score of 68, four under par,
followed by senior Ben Kramer,
who tied for second with a three
under par score of 69.
The men’s team M I A A
championship will be decided
by eight teams over the season.
The Flying Dutchmen hope to
claim the championship title
from Calvin, who took the win
in 2017 after several close wins
between he two teams.
Seemingly pleased with
the season’s beginnings, head
coach Scott Lokers commented:
“We're happy to get the win and
happy to shoot under par as a
team that was led by two really
good rounds by Josh and Ben.”
The women’s team took
second with a score of332, losing

only to Saint Mary's College,
who had 326 points. Sophomore
Hope golfer Abigail Meder took
first overall with a final score of
74, two over par. Her score was
only two over the M I A A course
record held by Hope alumni
Nicole Meyer (2016). The team
looks to be a big competitor over
the season after the close loss.
The team followed their
runner-up finish with a strong
win at the Hope Invitational last
Saturday, playing against Calvin
College, Wheaton College and
North Central Michigan College
at the Ravines Golf Club. The
team used the home course
to their advantage, taking the
victory with a score of 329, a full
17 strokes over Calvin's second

place finish at 346.
Meder again
the competition
with a five under
77. Her lead was

bested all
by winning
par score of
followed by

freshman Megan Jenkinson
and sophomore Jordyn Rioux
who both scored 82, tying for
fourth place. The second M I A A
Jamboree will be this weekend.

ORDER YOUR FAVORITE

SANDWICH
— WITH A TAP —

DOWNLOAD
OUR
APP
★ FREAK YEAH *

H ope C ollege

A B B Y M E D E R — Winner of
the first MIAA Jamboree.
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In S p o r t s

Today
M e n ’s Soccer
vs. Carthage, 6 p.m.

Saturday
W o m e n ’s X-C
@ Grand Rapids C o m m unity College
10:30 a.m.

M e n ’s X-C
@ Grand Rapids Community College
1 1 p.m.

W o m e n ’s Soccer
© J o h n Carroll, 1 2 p.m.

W o m e n ’s Golf
M I A A Jamboree No. 2
@ Granger Indiana, 1 p.m.

M e n ’s Golf
M I A A Jamboree No. 2
@ Granger, Indiana, 1 p.m.

W o m e n ’s Volleyball
©Calvin, 7 p.m.

In B

rief

WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL
Last
weekend,
Hope's
volleyball team played in
the Wittenberg Fall Classic
Tournament. The team swept
the games on Saturday, winning
both games straight-set against
Heidelberg University of Ohio
and Ithaca College. Winning
against Ithaca, ranked eighth
nationally, was huge for Hope’s
17th ranked team. The victories
move Hope's season record to
10-1 as they move into M I A A
league play this week, playing
a big rivalry game at Calvin on
Saturday.

CROSS COUNTRY
Me n ’s and women’s cross
country competed last weekend
at the
Wheaton
College
Invitation in a meet moved early
due to the area’s 80 degree heat.
The teams bussed out at 5:45
a.m. on Saturday morning to
reach the meet in time to race.
The women’s team placed
second with a score of 92 points
out of 17 teams in the race, with
senior Emily Hamilton coming
in third overall for the team with
a 6k time of 22:22. Other Hope
runners were not far behind,
with a pack of four between the
times of 23:21-23:26.
The men’s team placed eighth
with a score of 268 points out of
the 17 teams in the 8k race, with
senior Nathan Schloff leading
the team finishing 26th with a
time of 26:13. He was followed
by the four other scoring Hope
runners, all finishing within the
27th minute of the race.

MIAA
PLAYERS OF THE WEEK
Football
Mike Miklusicak (’19)
Running Back
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VISIT JIMMYJDHNS.COM
TO FIND A LOCATION NEAR YOU

Women’s Golf
Abby Meder (’21)
Women’s Soccer
Megan Bigelow (’20)
Midfielder

